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Abstract 
Event Condition Action rule engines have been developed for some time now. They 
can respond automatically to events coming from different sources. Combination of 
different event types may be different from time to time and there for it is hard to 
determine how the rule engine executes its rules. Especially when the engine is given 
a large rule set to work with. To determine the behavior is to run tests on the rule 
engine and see the final results, but if the results are wrong it can be hard to see what 
went wrong. ruleViz is a program that can look at the execution and visually animate 
the rule engine behavior by showing connections between rules and composite events, 
making it easier for the operator to see what causes the fault. ruleViz is designed to 
embrace Human Computer Interaction (HCI) methods, making its interface 
understandable and easy to operate. 
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1  Introduction 
Event condition action (ECA) rule engines can respond automatically to events 
coming from different sources. According to Luckham (2008) an event is anything 
that happens, or is contemplated as a happening. Data events need to be validated 
using an event condition action rule engine that often uses rules to be able to validate 
the importance of events. The global event cloud is a term often used to describe all 
the events found on the Internet or globally on a network that comes from different 
event sources. According to Luckham (2002) the global event cloud is always getting 
larger and larger. Many businesses operate on daily bases by using different 
information from the global event cloud; this makes the operating conditions for 
businesses very complex. To be able to benefit from the global event cloud we need 
rules. Rules help us react in the right way if a specific event occurs (Luckham, 2002); 
rules are a way to validate events that we are interested in.  ECA rules execute an 
action in response to an event occurrence.   

According to Paton and Diaz (1999) an active database is a database that can interact 
actively using ECA rules. This allows the DBMS (Database Management System) to 
start tasks if the state inside the database meets the rules condition. Active databases 
are not always the solution when an event needs to be validated. An event could be 
for example readings from a sensor in nuclear power plants that do not need to be read 
into a database. To install an active database, just to get the functions of the ECA rule 
engine is an enormous overhead. So it is necessary to expand the ECA concept to not 
only exist in Active Databases but in application-to-application too, with no database 
in the middle. One of the solutions used to handle events is Event Condition Action 
(ECA) rule engines (ruleCore, 2007; Adi and Opher, 2004; Cugola et al., 1998). 
Those can take events from the global event cloud and other sources, analyze and 
respond, if the condition of the rule is true.  

Understanding the theory of events and rules is hard. According to Berndtsson et al. 
(1999) students at M.Sc. level had a hard time understanding the domain of composite 
event detection. Fors (1994a) mentions in his technical report that large sets of rules 
have a great complexity of interaction between them. A rule can be workable on its 
own but when adding a great deal of them, the interaction between them can be 
unpredictable. He suggested that a need for a visual debugger would be a good 
solution. Like stated above ECA rule engines already exist (ruleCore, 2007; Adi and 
Opher, 2004; Cugola et al., 1998). But what happens when large sets of rules are 
introduced to them, how do the rule engines react to events and rules given to them. 
Studies have shown that visualization of composite events and rules can help the 
operator, or user, to understand what is going on in the system (Fors, 1994a, 1994b; 
Berndtsson et al., 1999; Coupaye et al., 1997; Diaz et al., 1993). This type of 
visualization tool only exists in the domain of active databases (Fors, 1994a) or in 
commercial rule engines (TIBCO, 2008). The need for this type of visualization 
debugger for none commercial ECA rule engines is therefore needed. Helping the 
operator user to fully understand the execution of the rule engine.  
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This study focuses on visualizing large rule sets to make it easier to understand what 
is going on in the rule engine. To be able to accomplish this, results of other studies in 
the same domain will be looked at. From them a prototype of a visualization of rules 
and composite events will be created. 

Some studies have been done in the field of either visualization of composite events 
or visualization of rules (Fors, 1994a, 1994b; Berndtsson et al., 1999; Coupaye et al., 
1997; Diaz et al., 1993).  All of those studies either only cope with visualizing events 
or events with a small rule set in active databases.   

To summarize, even though there is a great deal of research in the visualization of 
composite events. The goal of this study is to do a thorough investigation to find a 
method to visualize large rule sets by using other studies and building a prototype that 
visualizes large rule sets and composite events. 

In chapter 2 we will cover the background of concepts used in this final year project. 
In chapter 3 the problem will be motivated. Chapter 4 describes the method used to 
solve the problem. Chapter 5 is the implementation of the problem. In chapter 6 the 
results will be presented. In chapter 7 conclusions and in chapter 8 suggestions for 
future work of this project will be given.  
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2 Background 
2.1 Events 

2.1.1 ECA events 
According to Luckham (2008) an event is anything that happens, or is contemplated 
as a happening. This definition of an event is very wide so it is helpful to give an 
example of ECA events: 

• A scheduled class/lecture. 
• Birthday party. 
• Volcanic eruption. 
• Sensor readings. 
• Mouse click. 
• Change of state in a computer system. 

ECA events can be either primitive or composite.  Ericsson and Berndtsson (2006) 
describe the primitive event occurrence as a happening at a point in time that is raised 
by a single occurrence. Composite events are a combination of primitive or composite 
events.  Composite event is constructed of an initiator and a terminator. The initiator 
is the first event of the composite event construction and the last is the terminator. The 
composite event is not detected until the terminator has arrived. When the initiator has 
arrived but not the terminator the event combination is called partially completed, 
since there is no way for the ECA rule-engine to determine if it will ever meet the 
requirements of the composite event.  

Events are defined in so-called event algebras, often called event language. Event 
algebras like Snoop (Chakravarthy and Mishra, 1994) define restrictions that can be 
applied to the operators found in the event algebra (event language). There are a 
number of other event algebras out there for example ODE (Gehani et al., 1992) and 
SAMOS (Gatziu and Dittrich, 1993). 
 

Snoop has a number of event operators shown in Figure 2.1. 

 
Figure 2.1: Event operators in Snoop (Chakravarthy and Mishra, 1994, p. 12) 
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Now we will go into each instance of event operators that Snoop supports: 

Disjunction (∨) is the “or” operator shown in Figure 2.1. We can use the ∨ operator if 
we have a set of events that can fire a rule meaning E1∨E2 = E3 (event E3 is fired if 
event E1 or E2 occurs).  
Conjunction is the “any” operator shown in Figure 2.1. Conjunction in Snoop is 
written in the following way any(I,E1,E2,E3,...,En) where i <= n (Chakravarthy and 
Mishra, 1994). Order of events is ignored so in the case of any(2,E1,E2) it does not 
matter if E2 arrives before E1 or the other way around. 
Sequence (;) operator is written E1;E2 in Snoop meaning that if E1 arrives and then 
E2 a rule is fired.    
It is necessary to be able to send some parameters with events. This enables us for 
example to track the action that fired the event so we know the origin of that event. 
Since same types of events can contain different parameters we need some way to be 
able to know which event to use. For example if we have a belt that moves fish to the 
packing table. Lets say we have the following rule Etrash := Esensor;Esize (if the sensor is 
triggered and then the camera detects that the fish is under 500 grams then the fish 
goes to the trash). Since there is always the possibility that two fish pass the sensor 
before the camera, so how can we cope with that? The answer is consumption 
policies. Snoop supports four types of parameter contexts (consumption policies) 
recent, chronicle, continuous and cumulative.  This allows us to use the parameters 
that the event carries.  

Recent: We only use the most resent event of each type. This type of consumption 
policies could be used in a car where you have 5 sensors one for each door then you 
only need the newest event from each sensor to display to the driver.  
Chronicle:  According to the Oxford encyclopedia English (1991) the word chronicle 
means a register of events in order of their occurrence. This type of consumption 
policies is used where we need a total order of events like in my fish factory above.  

Continuous: Is ordered like the Chronicle consumption policy but the main difference 
is that the continuous uses the first event that starts the composite event while 
chronicle uses the last event.  
Cumulative: Here we take all the events into account we extract the parameters from 
each one of them and use them to start a composite event.  
 

 

2.1.2 Event cloud 
Event cloud shown in Figure 2.2 is often mentioned when talking about events 
(Lucham, 2002). Event cloud is defined as follows:  

“A partially ordered set of events (poset), either bounded or unbounded, where the 
partial orderings are imposed by the causal, timing and other relationships between 
the events.” 

(Lucham, 2008) 
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Figure 2.2: Anatomy of an Event cloud 

 
Figure 2.2 shows that an event cloud is usually created by one or more event sources. 
Each event source can add different types of events into the cloud in no particularly 
order. Subscribers can then subscribe to event types that they want to process, from 
one or many event clouds. Event cloud can therefore be looked at as a common 
container that holds events where subscribers can go to get the events that they are 
interested in.  

2.2 ECA rules 
According to Lucham (2002) Event Condition Action (ECA) rules can be described in 
the following way: 
On Event,  
if Condition,  
then Action. 
 
To explain the semantic above we can split the rule up to three stages.  

1. On Event, is the stage where the event invokes a rule. 
2. If Condition, is the stage where the logical test is performed, if the results are 

true then an action is triggered.  
3. Then Action, triggers if the condition of the rule is true. Action can be for 

example updating or creating a new event. 
According to Gehani et al. (1992) ECA rules are a powerful mechanism to transform 
passive data repositories into active repositories. ECA rules allow us to change the 
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behavior of a system in runtime, since the operator is able to add or change a rule to 
fit the new system description. 

2.2.1 ECA rule sets 
An ECA rule set is a term often used when talking about ECA rules. Rule sets is 
nothing more then a term that talks about a number of rules in the same rule engine. 
Rule sets can contain rules that have much interaction with each other meaning that a 
rule can trigger another rule with its action.  

Many studies use the term “Large rule set” (Fors, 1994a; Kappel et al., 2001) but the 
definition of the term does not exist.  

In this final year project the following definitions will be followed when talking about 
rule sets: 

Small rule set: number of rules < 15. 
Medium rule set: number of rules > 15 and < 30. 

Large rule set:  number of rules > 29. 

2.3 Event Condition Action (ECA) rule engines  
According to Paton and Díaz (1999) Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules are 
common ways to express the reactivity in active databases. Traditional Database 
Management Systems (DBMS) are passive. The difference between an active 
database and a passive database is that passive database executes its commands (for 
example insert, update, delete) when requested by the user/application. Active 
databases can execute commands on their own, depending on a condition when an 
event arrives. The term event describes the happening so that the rule can react to it if 
defined. Condition triggers true if the examination of the event and rule are fulfilled. 
Then some action is then taken if the condition of the rule is true.  

This technology has been adapted into application-to-application events. The answer 
is ECA rule engines Figure 2.3. The events enter the system and are examined by the 
rule engine using ECA rules chapter 2.2, if the condition is fulfilled the engine 
generates some action to the engine itself or as a final output. 
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Figure 2.3: Anatomy of ECA rule-engine 

 
There are several rule-engines out on the market that follow the basics of rule engines 
shown in Figure 2.3 that are worth mentioning. 

2.4 Visualization 
Visualization is often used to try to help humans to understand for example data or 
interaction in a system. Humans find it easier to understand graphical representation 
of a situation providing valuable assistant of for example data analyzes.  According to 
Tory and Möller (2004) visualization is split up in two categories.  

• Scientific visualization, which involves scientific data with an inherent 
physical component.  

• Information visualization, which involves abstract, no spatial data. 

This final year project will fall under the category scientific visualization since we 
will be making a visual representation of rules in ECA engines that are a 
mathematical description of rules that are to execute if all their conditions are 
fulfilled.  

The human factor of visualization is often undervalued. Humans interpret images 
differently; the effect of for example lighting conditions, color and culture can 
interfere with the understanding of a person (human) on the subject being visualized. 
This makes it harder for the designer of the visualization; he has to take in to account 
culture of the viewer, color schema and so on. Information in the animation has to 
reveal the right of amount of information, meaning the only the necessary objects 
need to be included in the animation, because too much information makes it only 
harder on the viewer to understand the animation. And sometimes maybe he does not 
understand the animation at all without a long explanation of the objects and their 
setup (Tory and Möller, 2004). 
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2.4.1 Human Computer Interaction (HCI) methods 
According to Tory and Möller (2004) the Human computer interaction (HCI) methods 
can be split up to the following sections: 

User Motivated Design is the form where the user talks to the designer about his 
request on how he wants the data to be visualized. 

User and Task-Based Design is the form where the user and the task analysis 
determine what the system requires, based on the tasks that the user needs and what 
they want the system to do. 
Prototype Implementation is when a prototype is being implemented and tested. In 
HCI the term rapid prototype implementation includes for example paper designs and 
system mock-ups. But in the domain of visualization rapid prototype implementation 
has not been studied to its fullness. 
 

Testing in HCI can be accomplished using the following methods. 
• User studies. 
• Usability inspections. 

User-Centered Design is a process where task analysis, design, prototype 
implementation and testing are orderly done step-by-step seen in Figure 2.4. This 
process is a lot like the incremental model in software engineering. User-Centered 
Design is a generally accepted in the HCI methods even though it is a more 
philosophy than it is a method.  

 
Figure 2.4: User-Centered Design process (Tory and Möller, 2004, p5) 
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2.5 Other HIS visualization studies  
In University of Skövde there has been some studies on visualization in ECA rule 
engines. Those studies mainly cover the visualization of events.  

2.5.1 OMT-A: Practical evaluation m.a.p activity rules 
In Holgersson (2001) final year project he focuses on analyzing how an activity rule 
can be expressed and modeled as an ECA rule.  The suggested solution is to combine 
Unified Modeling Language (UML) and Object Modeling Technique for Active 
databases (OMT-A). The solution is a relative simple and easy to understand, in the 
implementation Skendata AB activity rules are used as a guideline. For example when 
a customer wants to make an order his credit is checked first and the following 
activity rule is applied.  
“Order is processed only if the customer has a positive credit. If not the order is not 
processed.”  
E1: Order is placed. 

C1: Credit < 0. 
A1: Don’t place an order and return error. 

E1: Order is placed 
C2: Credit is >= 0. 

A2: Place order. 
 

Holgersson (2001) model is seen in Figure 2.5.  
 

 
Figure 2.5 OMT-A model activity rule 2 (Holgersson, 2001, p. 32) 
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Hogersson (2001) showed that when modeling activity rules, OTM-A and UML could 
be combined and used successfully.  

 

2.5.2 Visualization of Composite Events in Active Databases 
In Guðnason (2000) final year project the focus is on building a visualization tool that 
animates composite events in Active Databases. The solution called “This 
visualization tool” was constructed using the rapid prototyping model and POLKA as 
visualization aids tool. After iteration two in the rapid prototyping model a version 
with its own composite event detector was ready. 
 

 
Figure 2.6: Screen shot of the visulization tool version 2 (Guðnason, 2000, p. 37) 
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The main contribution of this project is that it can visually display the composite 
detection of events in one consumption mode using time graphs, showing the initiator 
and terminator of the event as seen in Figure 2.6. 
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3 Problem description 
As stated before the event cloud as we know it is getting larger. This generates an 
increased interest in tracking and using this growing flow of events (Luckham, 2002). 
Watching and reacting to events from the cloud can be done by following a set of 
rules, for example Event Condition Action (ECA) rules. ECA rules exist in Active 
databases (Paton and Diaz,1999) or in so called ECA rule engines (ruleCore, 2007; 
Adi and Opher, 2004; Cugola et al., 1998).  
Fors (1994a) mentions in his technical report that large sets of rules have a great 
complexity of interaction between them. A user can understand the execution of one 
rule but when adding a great deal of them, the interaction between them can be 
unpredictable and therefore it can be hard for the user to understand and follow the 
execution.  

Fors (1994a) suggests having a visual debugger for large rule sets. Studies have 
shown that using visualization on composite events and rules behavior helps people 
understand better what is actually going on in the system (Berndtsson et al., 1999). 
The downside is that visualizations for events and rules are usually on separate 
canvases. Finding a way to visualize both rules and composite events would make it 
easier for the user or developer to identify potential problems in the execution on the 
ECA rule engine (Fors, 1994a; Berndtsson et al., 1999), even helping them understand 
the complex execution process of ECA rule engines.  

3.1 Aim and objectives   
The aim of this study is to propose a way to visualize large rule sets using the HCI 
(Human Computer Interaction) methods. Focusing on showing the interaction 
between rules and composite events, in order to provide capability to visually see the 
activities of ECA rule engine with a large set of rules and composite events. 

 To be able to accomplish this aim it is important to complete the following 
objectives. 

1. Decide which HCI method to use for the development of the prototype. 
2. Systematically reviewing existing studies on visualization of events and rules 

using them as a guide. 
3. Create a paper prototype to find a way to visualize large rule sets and composite 

events using the HCI methods.  
4. Validate the results from objective 3 by creating a computer prototype that uses 

the existing set of rules 

3.2 Expected results 
Expected result from this final year project is a paper prototype and computer drawn 
animation that graphically visualizes the interaction between composite events and 
large rule sets. Finally validating the results on an existing set of rules. 
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4 Method  
When building a visualization tool it is needed too look at all the variables that are 
required. Visualization tools are often used to make it easier for the user to understand 
the meaning/purpose of the data that the system is working on. Therefore it is needed 
to look into all the factors that can prevent the tool to be a success.     

4.1 Choice of HCI method 
Before visualization method can be chosen it is necessary to look at the whole 
problem. Since this study is about visualization of large rule sets and composite 
events it is necessary to find out what type of animation is best when drawing large 
quantity of information on the screen. HCI (Human Computer Interaction) methods 
are design methods that help users and computers interact with each other. This 
includes how humans understand the visualization tool there for it is necessary to look 
at the human factors when designing the visualization for large rule sets. The 
visualization process from data to the user is well described in Figure 4.1 bellow.  

 
Figure 4.1: HCI visualization process (Tory and Möller, 2004, p.2) 

 

Since this study is aimed to visualize large rule sets in a way that the user will 
understand the animation without much exploitation, the HCI User-centered design 
will be used. This method allows us to adjust the visualization if the user finds it 
necessary. This is accomplished by repeating the 4 steps (task analysis -> design -> 
prototype implementation -> testing) in order as shown in Figure 2.4. User-Centered 
design is a good choice for this task since visualizing large rule sets is not a well-
researched domain (Fors, 1994a; Kappel et al., 2001), and therefore it is necessary to 
get the users/operator opinion on the results provided in each user-centered design 
process circle. This method also gives us the opportunity to iterate through the 
development process adjusting the visualization animation until it is fulfill the 
user/operator requirement. The user/operator in this final year project is a person that 
has a full understanding of the problem and is able to perform cognitive walk-through 
on the results (Tory and Möller, 2004).  
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4.2 Reviewing existing studies on visualization 
As mentioned in chapter 4.1 using a known visualization and techniques is 
recommended. Therefore it is necessary to identify other visualizations that are in the 
same domain as this final year project. In the in the field of active databases some 
research articles on ECA visualization exist (Berndtsson et al., 1999), though most of 
it is directed to visualization of events. But some work has been done in visualizing 
rules (Fors 1994a, Fors 1994b, Kappel et al. 2001). Those articles will be reviewed 
with the goal to find solutions and suggestions that this final year project can use. 

4.3 Creating paper prototype  
When designing the visualization, findings from the research as described in chapter 
4.2 will be used as a guide. Their solutions and suggestions will be used to create a 
visualization so that large rule sets and composite events can be displayed in a user-
friendly way using the chosen HCI method from chapter 4.1. 

The visualization data required for this prototype has to contain large rule sets and 
composite events. A case study from Volvo IT (Ericsson, 2008) is a good choice since 
it has all the required rules that trigger each other and events needed for visualization 
of large rule sets and composite events. Using this case study it makes it possible to 
validate our results. In table you can see some statistics from the case study. 
 

Object name Number of objects 

Composite Events 124 

Rules 62 
Table 1: Statistics on Volvo It Case study (Ericsson, 2008) 

All data that the program is to handle has to be in the form of an eXtensible Markup 
Language (XML) document, this gives the program the ability to work on different 
types of ECA rule engines. The full Document Type Definition (DTD) of the Volvo It 
case study can be found in Appendix B. 

4.4 Implementation of visualization simulator 
As mentioned above the program that is to be called ruleViz (rule Visualization) 
operates on XML documents to be able to work with as many rule engines as 
possible. The programming language chosen is Java (2008). Java was chosen because 
it is open source and its independence of operating system. When implementing the 
simulator the chosen HCI method chosen in chapter 4.1 will be embraced. 
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5 Implementation 
5.1 Reviewing visualization applications 
In the domain of active databases some work has been done on visualization of rules. 
Since active databases and ECA rule engines have the same foundation it is necessary 
to use prior knowledge found in the field of active databases.   

5.1.1 Adela 
Adela (Animated Debugging and ExpLanation of Active database rules) (Fors, 1994a) 
is a rule visualization tool for relation data model. Adela is a multilevel rule concept 
with 3 sub levels  

1. Model level, sets the rules in data model context.  
2. Rule level, represents the different aspects of the rules. 
3. Instance level, represents event, rule and data instances. 

In Adela there are two main animation windows: the event/rule trace and data trace 
view. This final year project will focus on Adela event/rule trace view as shown in 
Figure 5.1. 

 
Figure 5.1: Adela Event/rule trace view (Fors, 1994a, p.17) 
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Adela does not support large rule sets but Fors (1994a) suggests a solution on how 
this could be solved. It is suggested that each object on the canvas is set to be very 
small so that a large amount of objects can fit on a single canvas, using colors to 
separate them. This solution fits well with the HCI methods; color is a great way for 
the user to identify an object. HCI also takes notice of previous user experience, 
which makes this a solid ground to build on, by using a know method of drawing the 
rules and events on the canvas in the visualization, users will grasp the animation 
much faster.  

5.1.2 TriGS Debugger 
According to Kappel et al. (2001) TriGS debugger is an application for TriGS trigger 
system. TriGS is an extension for the GamStone (2008) Database. TriGS debugger is 
developed to be able to both visualize execution of rules in run time and after 
execution. 

TriGS debugger has the ability to trace rule execution this is accomplished using the 
history browser of the application shown in Figure 5.2.  

 

 
Figure 5.2: TriGS debugger History Browser (Kappel et al., 2001, p.6) 

 

TriGS uses tree view (Figure 5.2) like Adela (chapter 5.1.1). TriGS uses on the other 
hand only text to show the visualization. 
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5.1.3 Vizar 
Vizar (VIsualiZation of Active Rules) is a 3D (three dimensional) graphics and 
animation visualization tool for Active Database Systems. Vizar supports 
visualization of both rules and events, using trace file as an input (tape-recorder like 
reading). This information gives the assumption that Vizar only reads one line at the 
time simulating a real-time reading. According to Coupaye et al (1997) Vizar supports 
large rule sets displaying them on a 3D canvas meaning that the canvas is always the 
same and no vertical scrolling is needed since the animation adapts it’s size to the 
canvas as seen in Figure 5.3. 
 

 
Figure 5.3: Vizar visualizing large rule set (Coupaye et al,.  1997, p41) 

 
This solution is not ideal even though no vertical scrolling is needed; Figure 5.3 
shows us that the simulation is hard to understand so the only way is to move the 
visualization in its x-axes, y-axes or z-axes. This demonstrates that you need to move 
in 3 directions instead of just use the vertical scrolling in 2-D animations. 

5.1.4 Sentinel 
According to Chakravarthy et al. (1995) Sentinel is an object orientated active 
database with an integrated module that supports visualization of rules and events.  
The module only supports visualization after runtime using the Sentinel DB log file, 
meaning that visualization is not possible in real time. Sentinel visualization module 
uses colors to define the different states of events, but it only shows rules that 
executed and simply disregards rules that were activated in the execution as can bee 
seen in Figure 5.4, 
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Figure 5.4: Sentinel visualization module (Chakravarthy et al., 1995, p 208) 

 

Figure 5.6 show us that that it would be hard to se the connection between rules and 
the visualization will be hard to follow if it were to show us a execution of large rule 
set with much interaction between the rules.   

5.1.5 DEAR 
According to Diaz et al. (1993) DEAR (Debugger for Active Rules in an object 
orientated context) is a debugger for active rules. DEAR can only be used wit ADAM 
DBMS which is one of its biggest cons. DEAR can visualize both rules and events 
because according to Diaz et al. (1993) it enables the user to see how rules and events 
are related as seen in Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.5: DEAR visualization based on Diaz et al (1993, p41) 

 
DEAR always creates a “Root node” which represents the start of the visualization 
then the root connects to the first event or events, then it builds up a node tree with 
both nodes of rules or events.  DEAR supports filtering of events and rules with a spy 
function which enables the user to define what rules and events is to be shown in the 
visualization. This solution has the same crossover problems as seen in chapter 5.1.4 
Figure 5.4. 

5.2 Summary of visualization tools 
Visualization applications presented in chapter 5.1 all have their pros and cons as can 
be seen in Table 2.  
 
Support Adela TriGS Vizar Sentinel DEAR 
Color representation of objects No No Yes Yes No 
Representation in 2D Yes Yes No Yes Yes 
Shows Composite Events No Yes Yes Yes No 
Visualizing large rule sets No Yes Yes No No 
Graphical representation of events and 
rules Yes No Yes Yes Yes 

Show rules in different states (activated 
and executing) Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

Show information in text format of 
events and rules No Yes No Yes No 

Show connections between composite 
events and rules No  Yes Yes Yes No 

Table 2: Comparing different features of ECA visualizing tools 
 
All of the following features should be implemented in the projects prototype. 
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5.3 User centered design (circle 1) 

5.3.1 Paper Prototype 1 
The following data sample from Volvo IT case study (Ericsson, 2008) is used to 
create the first version of the paper prototype. The data follows the trace DTD from 
Appendix A.  
<root> 

 <step><!—Step 1  

  <rule rule="TRM_ReadTelegram" happening="Activated"/> 

  <rule rule="TRM_Ready" happening="Activated"/> 

 </step> 

 <step/><!—Step 2  

 <step/><!—Step 3  

 <step><!—Step 4  

  <rule rule="TRM_ReadTelegram" happening="Executing"/> 

 </step> 

 <step><!—Step 5  

  <rule rule="TRM_RequestForDeliveryOrder" happening="Activated"/> 

  <rule rule="TRM_RequestForProductionOrder" happening="Activated"/> 

  <rule rule="TER_UnknownTelegramType" happening="Activated"/> 

 </step> 

 <step/><!—Step 6  

 <step/><!—Step 7  

 <step/><!—Step 8  

 <step><!—Step 9  

  <rule rule="TRM_RequestForProductionOrder" happening="Executing"/> 

 </step> 

 <step><!—Step 10  

  <rule rule="TRMP_CheckProducerIn3020" happening="Activated"/> 

  <rule rule="TRMP_Check_Closed_ProducerIn3025" happening="Activated"/> 

  <rule rule="TRMP_GetPProducerIn3024" happening="Activated"/> 

 </step> 

 <step/><!—Step 11  

 <step/><!—Step 12  

 <step/><!—Step 13  

 <step><!—Step 14  

  <rule rule="TRMP_GetPProducerIn3024" happening="Executing"/> 

 </step> 

 <step><!—Step 15  

  <rule rule="TER_NoPProducerIn3024Error" happening="Activated"/> 

  <rule rule="TRMP_CheckPProducerIn3020" happening="Activated"/> 

 </step> 

 <step/><!—Step 16  

 <step/><!—Step 17  
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 <step><!—Step 18  

  <rule rule="TRMP_CheckPProducerIn3020" happening="Executing"/> 

 </step> 

 <step><!—Step 19  

  <rule rule="TER_PProducerCheckedIn3020Error" happening="Activated"/> 

                 </step> 

</root> 

 
In the trace example above we have step tags that represent each circle/step that the 
ECA rule engine goes through. In each step the ECA rule engine validates if a rule is 
activated, rule is executing or tells us that a composite event has occurred. If the rule 
engine is working on anything else then it writes out an empty step (<step/>). 
Both rules and events have to be inside a step. Rule is expressed as follows: 
<rule rule="TRMP_GetPProducerIn3024" happening="Executing"/>.  
The rule has two parameters “rule” which is the name of the rule and “happening” 
that tells us if the rule is activated or if it is executing. 
Events on the other hand are simpler and are expressed as follows: 
<event name="TOPCE_ProducerIn3020AndNotStopped"/>. 
The event has only one parameter that is name since we are only interested when they 
occur.  

According to Tory and Möller (2004) colors play a large roll in HCI methods, 
therefore rules and composite events will get their own color according to the state 
they are in. In this study rules can have two states, activated (the rule has been 
activated by event/events but it is not necessary true) and executed (the rule has been 
activated and its condition is true and performs the action that is defined in the rule). 
The decision of the color-coding of the rules has its roots and meaning to regular 
traffic lights and other common known household equipments where 3 colors play the 
main roll.  

Red means, “stop”.  
Yellow means, “get ready”. 

Green means, “go”. 
As said before rules have two states activated and executed, those two states can 
connect direct to the traffic light examples given before as shown in Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6: Color definition of the prototype 

  

The structure of the visualization has its roots to the tree view that all of the 
visualization tools use presented in chapter 5.1. Following suggestions made by Fors 
(1994a) were taken into consideration.  

• Adela does not handle large rule sets. 
• Use colors for different types in the trace tree. 
• Make the nodes small so more information can fit the canvas. 

 
Using the tree view embraces HCI methods according to Tory and Möller (2004). 
Using a color visualization that is commonly known by the user is recommended, also 
known as previous experience.  Too much information on the screen makes the 
visualization hard to understand so color-coded composite events and rules will only 
be shown giving the user the option to click it to get the full information on for 
example triggering events and the action of the rule.   
 
The prototype can be seen bellow in Figure 5.7. 
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Figure 5.7: Visualizing rules and composite events. Prototype 1 

 
 

5.3.2 ruleViz prototype 1 
ruleViz (Rule Visualization) was constructed in JAVA using trace file like Vizar 
(Coupaye et al., 1997) does shown in Appendix C. Since the trace file only contains 
the information about composite events, activated rules and executed rules; it was 
necessary to get a full description of all rules and events that can occur in the rule 
engine. The description file was constructed using the Document Type Definition in 
Appendix A. With this information it is possible to connect all the elements needed in 
the visualization (rule to rule, rule to event, event to rule and event to event). 

ruleViz is designed to analyze only one step from the trace file at a time. This makes 
it possible to run the program in real time since it only has the current status of the 
rule engine and does not have any information about the future. This makes the 
implementation of the program little more complex since it is necessary to pick a spot 
on the canvas for the element as soon as it arrives into ruleViz.  
A screen shot of ruleViz 0.5 can bee seen in Figure 5.8. 
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Figure 5.8: ruleViz version 0.5 

 
ruleViz has three control buttons in the bottom of the user interface. 

• Start runs through the whole trace file and displays a complete result with a 
single click of the mouse. 

• Step runs one step from the trace file at a time this makes the visualization 
more understandable for the user since he is only given little information to 
process in each step. 

• Reset clears the canvas and resets the program. 

All rules and events are clickable so it is possible to see their name and purpose as 
seen in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10. This gives the user the same information as 
Kappel et al. (2001) history browser but the information is hidden until the user 
requests it.  
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Figure 5.9: ruleViz output if a rule is clicked 

 

 
Figure 5.10: ruleViz output if an event is clicked 

 

5.3.3 Testing 
When testing ruleViz 0.5 a HCI usability inspection (Tory and Möller, 2004) was 
done, as well as testing of the code. The usability inspection proved that the 
visualization was hard to understand. In the visualization it was unclear what node 
triggered and by what node, as seen in Figure 5.8. and Figure 5.11. The contrast 
between rules and composite events needs to be even larger, because composite event 
is easily confused with rules making the user think that the composite event is a rule 
in another state. 
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Figure 5.11: ruleViz 0.5 problem in seeing what triggers 

With this results the problem was tackled in user centered design (circle 2). 

5.4  User centered design (circle 2) 
After the first user-centered design (circle 1) it was clear that the first version of 
ruleViz was no solution to the problem as shown in chapter 5.3.3. Another prototype 
was drawn up using the same foundation as before.   

5.4.1 Paper prototype 2 
To be able to solve this we needed to add some more rules and events to the trace 
XML shown in chapter 5.3.1 so the following was added to the end of the XML.  

 
                 <step/><!—Step 20 --> 

 <step><!—Step 21 --> 

  <rule rule="TRMP_Check_Closed_ProducerIn3025" happening="Executing"/> 

 </step> 

 <step><!—Step 22 --> 

  <rule rule="TER_ProducerStopped" happening="Activated"/> 

 </step> 

 <step/><!—Step 23 --> 

 <step><!—Step 24 --> 

  <rule rule="TRMP_CheckProducerIn3020" happening="Executing"/> 

 </step> 

 <step><!—Step 25 --> 

  <event name="TOPCE_ProducerIn3020AndNotStopped"/> 

  <rule rule="TRD_CheckIntlevIn3040" happening="Activated"/> 

  <rule rule="TER_NoProducerTypIn3020Prod" happening="Activated"/> 
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  <rule rule="TER_NoProducerTypeIn3020LEV" happening="Activated"/> 

 </step> 

</root> 

 

The same color-coding was used as before (Figure 5.6), but two more states were 
added  

 
Figure 5.12: Added color-coding for prototype 2 

 
It was also necessary to increase the contrast between rules and composite events so 
the shape of the composite event was changed from a circle to a rectangle. This gives 
the user more contrast not only by using color but also the shape. 

 
Figure 5.13: Composite event wit the new rectangle shape 

 
By adding those two stages in Figure 5.12 it is possible to move down the element 
that executed as a reference, marking the nodes together with a drawing step and 
number of element in the row (drawing step is a counter that counts each time a step 
draws an element) see Figure 5.14. 
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Figure 5.14: Visualizing rules and composite events. Prototype 2 
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5.4.2 ruleViz prototype 2 
ruleViz version 1.0 uses the same drawing engine as before though it has some extra 
features.  

To be able to identify nodes that would draw over other nodes it was needed to know 
in what drawing step each node was drawn. By looking at the drawing step that the 
program is in and comparing the drawing step of the connecting node, we can see if 
we need to create a reference node.  

 

 
Figure 5.15: Screen shot of ruleViz 1.0 

5.4.3 Testing 
When testing ruleViz 1.0 usability inspection was done that showed that the new 
version gave better results. 

If we compare Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.16 we see that this makes greater sense to the 
operator/user, when the lines are not crossing. Also ruleViz 1.0 gives more contrast 
between composite events and rules using different shapes. 
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Figure 5.16: Solution to the drawing and contrast problems in ruleViz 0.5 

 

5.5 ruleViz on SourceForge.net 
The decision was made to make ruleViz available on http://www.sourceforge.net. 
ruleViz will be open source, available to anyone to use under the GNU General Public 
License(GPL). The projects homepage is http://ruleviz.sourceforge.net/. 
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6 Related work 
There are some projects that are similar to this final year project that is the 
visualization of ECA rules and events. The main difference is the design of the 
visualization. 

Fors (1994a) introduced Adela (chapter 5.1.1) a visualization tool for active 
databases. Adela has two main visualizations event/rule trace and data trace, this final 
year project only looks at the event/rule trace. The main difference between ruleViz 
and Adela solution is that Adela has the ability to show in an animation the 
connection between events and rules. ruleViz can show this information through a 
click of a mouse but only reviling the relation in a text format. This approach was 
chosen because of Millers (1957) magic number 7 plus minus 2 rule.  
Adelas other problem is that it does not support visualizing of large rule sets.  ruleViz 
solves this problem using Fors (1994a) suggestions. That is colors were added and 
size of elements was reduced.  

Kappel et al. (2001) introduced TriGS debugger, which is a debugging tool for 
GameStone (2008) Database with TriGS triggering system. TriGS has the ability to 
show in a tree view relations between rules and events using its History Browser.  The 
History Browser draws out the animation using stings of text and lines. This makes it 
hard to follow the animation, as the user has to compare strings to be able to follow 
the animation. To the writers best knowledge TriGS will have the same problem as 
ruleViz 0.5 (Figure 5.11) when visualizing large rule sets. TriGS has at least one 
feature that ruleViz has not that is the ability to filter unwanted rules and events from 
the animation. This kind of feature could reduce the size of the animation 
dramatically, making it possible for the operator to only animate rules of his interest.  

Vizar (Coupaye et al., 1997), Sentinel (Chakravarthy et al., 1995) and DEAR (Diaz et 
al., 1993) all have the same crossover problem as ruleViz 0,5, which makes it hard to 
realize what is connected to what. Vizar has the benefit that you can adjust the view 
of the 3D graphic to look closer to realize the connection, but this makes it hard for 
the user because he needs to move the 3 axes to understand the visualization.  3D 
visualization has its benefits but it is no golden solution as Coupaye et al. (1997) 
claims. Even though that the animation is fitted into one canvas and no vertical 
scrolling is needed the user has to move around in a 3D world, which makes some 
users disorientated.     
In Table 3 the different functions/features are compared in ruleViz and other 
visualization tools.  
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Support Adela TriGS Vizar Sentinel DEAR ruleViz 
Color representation of 
objects No No Yes Yes No Yes 

Representation in 2D Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes 
Shows Composite Events No Yes Yes Yes No Yes 
Visualizing large rule sets No Yes Yes No No Yes 
Graphical representation of 
events and rules Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Show rules in different states 
(activated and executing) Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

Show information in text 
format of events and rules No Yes No Yes No Yes 

Show connections between 
composite events and rules No  Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

Table 3: ruleViz compared to other visualization tools 
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7 Conclusion 
The aim of this final year project was to find an abstraction level for visualizing large 
rule sets using the HCI methods. Focusing on showing the interaction between rules 
and composite events in an ECA rule engine with large set of rules both on paper and 
computer generated.  
After completing the implementation of this final year project it has been shown that 
visualizing large rule sets and composite events is possible, see chapter 5. The 
solution is called ruleViz 1.0. ruleViz 1.0 has been designed embracing HCI methods 
using user centered design to design and implement the solution. To go even further 
notices have been taken from the field of active databases when designing the 
abstraction layer of the visualization. Fors (1994a) suggestions on how Adela (chapter 
5.1.1) visualization could be done better were all implemented into ruleViz 1.0.  

• Adela does not handle large rule sets. 
• Use colors for different types in the trace tree. 
• Make the nodes small so more information can fit the canvas 

Even factors that is explicit to humans like color, culture and previous experience 
have been implemented in ruleViz 1.0. ruleViz was also designed to be able to 
visualize in runtime (some optimization of the code is though needed). 

It has been shown that all objectives are implemented.  
Objective 1 “Decide which HCI method to use for the development of this prototype” 
was completed in chapter 4.1 (Choice of HCI method).  
Objective 2 “Systematically reviewing existing studies on visualization of events and 
rules. Look at proposals on visualization found in the studies to use as guide” was 
completed in chapter 5.1 (Reviewing visualization applications). 

Objective 3 “Create a paper prototype to find a way to visualize large rule sets and 
composite events using the HCI methods” was completed in chapter 5.3.1 (Paper 
Prototype 1) and 5.4.1 (Paper prototype 2).  
Objective 4 “Validate the results from objective 3 using existing set of rules” was 
completed in chapter 5.4.2 (ruleViz prototype 2). 
This final year project has made some contributions as shown bellow: 

• Improved visualization approach tailored for visualizing large rule sets. 
• Designing a visualization of rules and composite events using the HCI 

methods. 
• Showing that it is hard fitting all rules on one canvas without a vertical scroll.  
• ruleViz is available to anyone to use under the GNU General Public 

License(GPL).  
The projects homepage is http://ruleviz.sourceforge.net/. 

This shows that the aim of this final year project if fulfilled. 
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8 Future work 
The program ruleViz could be connected to an ECA rule engine, which can generate 
via for example sockets a real-time stream of rules and composite events activity. This 
could validate that a visualization of large rules and composite events can be drawn in 
real time.  
Optimizing the code using different drawing and XML algorithms to be able to see if 
the animation will draw faster when there is a lot of rules and composite events.  
Implementing support to remove the visualization of selected types of rules/composite 
events. This could validate if Millers (1957) magic number 7 plus minus 2 (7±2) rule, 
is eligible when visualizing large rule sets and composite events.    
Implement a version of ruleViz that can take in different Document Type Definition 
(DTD) of rules and events and different types of trace XML so that the program is 
more adaptable to different types of ECA rule engines. 

Create different types of animation and use the HCI methods to find out what versions 
users find easier to understand.  
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Appendix A 
 

DTD for the trace file 
 
<!ELEMENT root  ( step )*> 

 

<!ELEMENT step  ( rule | event )*> 

 

<!ELEMENT rule  EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST rule 

rule CDATA #REQUIRED 

happening CDATA #REQUIRED 

> 

 

<!ELEMENT event  EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST event 

name CDATA #REQUIRED 

> 
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Appendix B 
 

DTD for scenario 101 
 
<!ELEMENT root  ( event | condition | action | xobject | rule | propertystate | property | scenario )*> 

 

<!ELEMENT event  ( comment | operator )*> 

<!ATTLIST event 

name CDATA #REQUIRED 

ExtOcc CDATA #IMPLIED 

> 

 

<!ELEMENT comment  ( #PCDATA )> 

 

<!ELEMENT operator  ( parameters | initiator | terminator | policy | detection | expiration | function | terminatorFilter | 
initiatorFilter )*> 

<!ATTLIST operator 

kind CDATA #IMPLIED 

group CDATA #IMPLIED 

exp CDATA #IMPLIED 

> 

 

<!ELEMENT parameters  ( #PCDATA )> 

 

<!ELEMENT initiator  EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST initiator 

name CDATA #REQUIRED 

> 

 

<!ELEMENT terminator  EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST terminator 

name CDATA #REQUIRED 

> 

 

<!ELEMENT policy  EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST policy 

type CDATA #REQUIRED 

> 

 

<!ELEMENT detection  EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST detection 

type CDATA #REQUIRED 

> 

 

<!ELEMENT expiration  EMPTY> 
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<!ATTLIST expiration 

type CDATA #REQUIRED 

> 

 

<!ELEMENT function  ( #PCDATA )> 

<!ATTLIST function 

functionCall CDATA #IMPLIED 

function CDATA #IMPLIED 

> 

 

<!ELEMENT terminatorFilter  ( #PCDATA )> 

 

<!ELEMENT initiatorFilter  ( #PCDATA )> 

 

<!ELEMENT condition  ( left | operator | right | comment )*> 

<!ATTLIST condition 

name CDATA #REQUIRED 

function CDATA #IMPLIED 

> 

 

<!ELEMENT left  EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST left 

name CDATA #IMPLIED 

kind CDATA #IMPLIED 

exp CDATA #IMPLIED 

> 

 

<!ELEMENT right  EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST right 

name CDATA #IMPLIED 

kind CDATA #IMPLIED 

exp CDATA #IMPLIED 

> 

 

<!ELEMENT action  ( left | operator | right | value | function | comment )*> 

<!ATTLIST action 

name CDATA #REQUIRED 

executiontime CDATA #IMPLIED 

> 

 

<!ELEMENT value  EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST value 

exp CDATA #REQUIRED 

> 

 

<!ELEMENT xobject  ( table | comment )*> 
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<!ATTLIST xobject 

name CDATA #REQUIRED 

kind CDATA #REQUIRED 

initial CDATA #REQUIRED 

comment CDATA #REQUIRED 

> 

 

<!ELEMENT table  EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST table 

database CDATA #REQUIRED 

rows CDATA #REQUIRED 

cols CDATA #REQUIRED 

title0 CDATA #REQUIRED 

title1 CDATA #IMPLIED 

title2 CDATA #IMPLIED 

title3 CDATA #IMPLIED 

title4 CDATA #IMPLIED 

title5 CDATA #IMPLIED 

title6 CDATA #IMPLIED 

title7 CDATA #IMPLIED 

title8 CDATA #IMPLIED 

title9 CDATA #IMPLIED 

title10 CDATA #IMPLIED 

title11 CDATA #IMPLIED 

title12 CDATA #IMPLIED 

> 

 

<!ELEMENT rule  ( event | condition | exp_event | color | action | comment )*> 

<!ATTLIST rule 

name CDATA #REQUIRED 

priority CDATA #REQUIRED 

> 

 

<!ELEMENT exp_event  EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST exp_event 

name CDATA #REQUIRED 

> 

 

<!ELEMENT color  ( #PCDATA )> 

 

<!ELEMENT propertystate  ( conjunct )*> 

<!ATTLIST propertystate 

name CDATA #REQUIRED 

> 

 

<!ELEMENT conjunct  EMPTY> 
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<!ATTLIST conjunct 

statetext CDATA #REQUIRED 

itemType CDATA #REQUIRED 

itemName CDATA #REQUIRED 

itemState CDATA #REQUIRED 

doParentType CDATA #IMPLIED 

doParentName CDATA #IMPLIED 

doOperator CDATA #IMPLIED 

doValue CDATA #IMPLIED 

> 

 

<!ELEMENT property  ( pattern | scope | comment | predicates )*> 

<!ATTLIST property 

name CDATA #REQUIRED 

active CDATA #REQUIRED 

> 

 

<!ELEMENT pattern  EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST pattern 

name CDATA #REQUIRED 

> 

 

<!ELEMENT scope  EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST scope 

name CDATA #REQUIRED 

> 

 

<!ELEMENT predicates  EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST predicates 

P CDATA #REQUIRED 

timeWindow CDATA #REQUIRED 

maxTriggerings CDATA #REQUIRED 

> 

 

<!ELEMENT scenario  ( occurrence )*> 

<!ATTLIST scenario 

name CDATA #REQUIRED 

> 

 

<!ELEMENT occurrence  ( occPar )*> 

<!ATTLIST occurrence 

key CDATA #REQUIRED 

time CDATA #REQUIRED 

event CDATA #REQUIRED 

> 
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<!ELEMENT occPar  EMPTY> 

<!ATTLIST occPar 

pname CDATA #REQUIRED 

pvalue CDATA #REQUIRED 

> 
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Appendix C 
 
Test XML trace file 
 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<root> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRM_ReadTelegram" happening="Activated"/> 

  <rule rule="TRM_Ready" happening="Activated"/> 

 </step> 

 <step/> 

 <step/> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRM_ReadTelegram" happening="Executing"/> 

 </step> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRM_RequestForDeliveryOrder" happening="Activated"/> 

  <rule rule="TRM_RequestForProductionOrder" happening="Activated"/> 

  <rule rule="TER_UnknownTelegramType" happening="Activated"/> 

 </step> 

 <step/> 

 <step/> 

 <step/> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRM_RequestForProductionOrder" happening="Executing"/> 

 </step> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRMP_CheckProducerIn3020" happening="Activated"/> 

  <rule rule="TRMP_Check_Closed_ProducerIn3025" happening="Activated"/> 

  <rule rule="TRMP_GetPProducerIn3024" happening="Activated"/> 

 </step> 

 <step/> 

 <step/> 

 <step/> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRMP_GetPProducerIn3024" happening="Executing"/> 

 </step> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TER_NoPProducerIn3024Error" happening="Activated"/> 

  <rule rule="TRMP_CheckPProducerIn3020" happening="Activated"/> 

 </step> 

 <step/> 

 <step/> 

 <step> 
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  <rule rule="TRMP_CheckPProducerIn3020" happening="Executing"/> 

 </step> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TER_PProducerCheckedIn3020Error" happening="Activated"/> 

 </step> 

 <step/> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRMP_Check_Closed_ProducerIn3025" happening="Executing"/> 

 </step> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TER_ProducerStopped" happening="Activated"/> 

 </step> 

 <step/> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRMP_CheckProducerIn3020" happening="Executing"/> 

 </step> 

 <step> 

  <event name="TOPCE_ProducerIn3020AndNotStopped"/> 

  <rule rule="TRD_CheckIntlevIn3040" happening="Activated"/> 

  <rule rule="TER_NoProducerTypIn3020Prod" happening="Activated"/> 

  <rule rule="TER_NoProducerTypeIn3020LEV" happening="Activated"/> 

 </step> 

 <step> 

  <event name="TOPCE_PProducerIn3020AndProducerChecked"/> 

 </step> 

 <step> 

  <event name="TOPCE_StartTurProd"/> 

 </step> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRMP_TurProdStart" happening="Activated"/> 

  <rule rule="TRMP_TurHProdStart" happening="Activated"/> 

  <rule rule="TER_RTP_PPType" happening="Activated"/> 

  <rule rule="TRMP_TurProdUnknown" happening="Activated"/> 

 </step> 

 <step/> 

 <step/> 

 <step/> 

 <step/> 

 <step/> 

 <step/> 

 <step/> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRMP_TurProdStart" happening="Executing"/> 

 </step> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRTP_Sum_3052_Plangrupp" happening="Activated"/> 
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 </step> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRTP_Sum_3018" happening="Activated"/> 

 </step> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRTP_Get_S3026_BatchStorlek" happening="Activated"/> 

 </step> 

 <step/> 

 <step/> 

 <step/> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRTP_Get_S3026_BatchStorlek" happening="Executing"/> 

 </step> 

 <step/> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRTP_Sum_3052_Plangrupp" happening="Executing"/> 

 </step> 

 <step/> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRTP_Sum_3018" happening="Executing"/> 

 </step> 

 <step> 

  <event name="TOPE_wantal"/> 

 </step> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TER_RTP_WANTAL_ERR" happening="Activated"/> 

  <rule rule="TRTP_SUM_WANTAL" happening="Activated"/> 

 </step> 

 <step/> 

 <step/> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRTP_SUM_WANTAL" happening="Executing"/> 

 </step> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRTP_S33_Get_MaxDiffPProducer" happening="Activated"/> 

 </step> 

 <step/> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRTP_S33_Get_MaxDiffPProducer" happening="Executing"/> 

 </step> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRTP_GetTurordningslage" happening="Activated"/> 

  <rule rule="TER_RTP_MAXDIFF" happening="Activated"/> 

 </step> 

 <step/> 

 <step/> 
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 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRTP_GetTurordningslage" happening="Executing"/> 

 </step> 

 <step> 

  <event name="TOPCE_KTRL_DIFF_Lage_PLANT"/> 

 </step> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRTP_ActualDifferenceNotReached" happening="Activated"/> 

  <rule rule="TRTP_ActualDifferenceReached" happening="Activated"/> 

 </step> 

 <step/> 

 <step/> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRTP_ActualDifferenceNotReached" happening="Executing"/> 

 </step> 

 <step> 

  <event name="TOPCE_TestDataOK"/> 

 </step> 

 <step> 

  <event name="TOPCE_TestData2_OK"/> 

 </step> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRTP_CheckProducerIn3032" happening="Activated"/> 

 </step> 

 <step/> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRTP_CheckProducerIn3032" happening="Executing"/> 

 </step> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRTP_UppdatTurordningEnlPlan" happening="Activated"/> 

  <rule rule="TRTP_UppdatTurordningEnlPrioritet" happening="Activated"/> 

 </step> 

 <step/> 

 <step/> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRTP_UppdatTurordningEnlPrioritet" happening="Executing"/> 

 </step> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRTP_SetUTFANTtoPLANT" happening="Activated"/> 

 </step> 

 <step/> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRTP_SetUTFANTtoPLANT" happening="Executing"/> 

 </step> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRMP_CheckloopCondition" happening="Activated"/> 
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  <rule rule="TRMP_GenerateProductionOrder" happening="Activated"/> 

  <rule rule="TRMP_CheckOK" happening="Activated"/> 

 </step> 

 <step/> 

 <step/> 

 <step/> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRMP_CheckloopCondition" happening="Executing"/> 

 </step> 

 <step> 

  <rule rule="TRM_ReadTelegram" happening="Activated"/> 

  <rule rule="TRM_Ready" happening="Activated"/> 

 </step> 

 <step/> 

</root> 

 

 


